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How animal movement decisions interact with the distribution of resources

to shape individual performance is a key question in ecology. However,

links between spatial and behavioural ecology and fitness consequences

are poorly understood because the outcomes of individual resource selection

decisions, such as energy intake, are rarely measured. In the open ocean,

mesoscale features (approx. 10–100 km) such as fronts and eddies can

aggregate prey and thereby drive the distribution of foraging vertebrates

through bottom-up biophysical coupling. These productive features are

known to attract predators, yet their role in facilitating energy transfer to

top-level consumers is opaque. We investigated the use of mesoscale features

by migrating northern elephant seals and quantified the corresponding

energetic gains from the seals’ foraging patterns at a daily resolution.

Migrating elephant seals modified their diving behaviour and selected for

mesoscale features when foraging. Daily energy gain increased significantly

with increasing mesoscale activity, indicating that the physical environment

can influence predator fitness at fine temporal scales. Results show that areas

of high mesoscale activity not only attract top predators as foraging

hotspots, but also lead to increased energy transfer across trophic levels.

Our study provides evidence that the physical environment is an important

factor in controlling energy flow to top predators by setting the stage for

variation in resource availability. Such understanding is critical for assessing

how changes in the environment and resource distribution will affect

individual fitness and food web dynamics.
1. Introduction
Understanding how foraging animals interact with the physical environment

and thereby how spatial heterogeneity in the environment shapes individual

performance and population dynamics are key goals in ecology [1–3]. Hetero-

geneity in the physical environment shapes ecological processes at multiple

levels of organization [4], from structuring resource distribution [4] to species’

abundances and distributions [5,6] to community composition [7]. The physical

environment also influences trophic interactions, for example, by concentrating

prey [8–10] or by enhancing predator foraging success [11]. However, knowl-

edge on the linkages between the physical environment, behavioural ecology

and individual fitness consequences is limited because the outcomes of individ-

ual movement decisions, such as energy intake, are difficult to measure in

free-ranging animals [12,13].

Optimal foraging theory provides a theoretical framework for establish-

ing these linkages, with the expectation that animals will make movement

decisions and select resources that maximize their fitness gains through net

energy intake [14–16]. Analysis of resource selection, i.e. the process by which

animals choose to use certain resources (most commonly foods or habitats)

over others, can improve understanding of how animals meet their survival
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requirements [17,18]. Empirical studies typically integrate

measures of individual performance in relation to move-

ment and resource selection over broad time- and spatial

scales [12], such as relating lifetime fitness to home range

selection [19]. These connections are important but preclude

a more mechanistic understanding of environment–

performance relationships that require matching fine-scale

movement decisions and selection of specific environmental

features to their immediate energetic outcomes.

Assessing environment–performance relationships for

wide-ranging species is particularly challenging. Such

efforts require simultaneous data on animal movements

via tracking technology, behavioural partitioning (e.g. fora-

ging and transit), environmental variables at relevant

spatio-temporal scales and resource acquisition and/or

changes in body condition. This challenge is nowhere more

apparent than in the vast and dynamic environment of the

open ocean [3]. Ocean habitats may change on a scale

of hours to days or weeks [20]. Here, Lagrangian coherent

structures, which identify convergent mesoscale features

like fronts, eddies and filaments of the order of 10–100 km,

have significant biological importance as predictable

foraging habitat for a wide range of trophic levels [21–23].

Such features aggregate primary producers [24,25] and

consumers [8,26,27], driving vertebrate distributions through

bottom-up processes [8,9,28,29]. While it has been shown

that highly migratory top predators such as seabirds and

marine mammals co-localize with Lagrangian coherent

structures when foraging [21,23,30–32], likely deriving

energetic benefits, a relationship between mesoscale featu-

res and actual energy gain in a top predator has yet to

be documented.

We investigated the energetic outcomes of resource selec-

tion patterns of a migratory top predator in the open ocean.

We used satellite tag data and concurrent three-dimensional

dive data of northern elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris)

in the Pacific Ocean to identify foraging behaviour and

determine potential selection of Lagrangian coherent struc-

tures. Elephant seals are a particularly appropriate species

for this investigation because as capital breeders, their fora-

ging behaviour is not constrained by the need to return to

shore to feed their pups [33]. This allows them to forage

over the entire northeast Pacific Ocean, following prey

resources wherever they may reside [34]. As the geographical

scale of inquiry can affect inference on how animals use

resources, we examined selection of Lagrangian coherent

structures for foraging behaviour at two hierarchical spatial

scales. We followed Johnson’s [18] definition of four orders

of selection that species exhibit: (i) selection of a geographical

range, (ii) selection of a home or subpopulation range within

the geographical range, (iii) selection of habitats or regions of

use within the home or subpopulation range and (iv) selec-

tion of specific sites or resources within the habitat area

[18]. We specifically investigated third-order selection

(i.e. selection of habitat areas with high mesoscale activity

within the home or subpopulation range) and fourth-order

selection (i.e. selection of Lagrangian coherent structures

within a habitat area). We further investigated whether

seals modulated their dive behaviour in relation to Lagran-

gian coherent structures. Finally, we applied a hierarchical

Bayesian state-space model estimating individual fat content

[35] at a daily resolution to quantify the influence of

mesoscale features on net daily energy gain.
2. Material and methods
(a) Movement and body condition data
As part of a long-term monitoring effort, 213 adult female

northern elephant seals were randomly selected from the popu-

lation at Año Nuevo state reserve, CA, USA (37850 N, 1228160

W) between 2004 and 2015 and tagged with satellite tracking

units prior to their eight-month post-moulting migrations.

Female elephant seals make two foraging migrations each year.

A shorter February–May migration begins when females wean

their pup, and ends when the female returns to the colony to

moult. Upon completion of the moult, the female begins the

longer post-moulting migration June–January, which ends

when the female returns to the colony to give birth [34].

During these long migrations, female northern elephant seals

travel thousands of kilometres to forage in productive pelagic

waters in the central North Pacific Ocean, feeding on small

(10–20 g) mesopelagic prey [36]. The amount of energy individ-

ual females gain over the post-moulting migration period is a

strong predictor of their reproductive success [34,37]. GPS- or

ARGOS-linked technologies were used to track movements,

yielding hourly position estimates post-processing (electronic

supplementary material, appendix S1). For ARGOS tags, which

comprised the majority of tagging units, tracks were filtered

for errors and smoothed using a state space model (‘CRAWL’

package [38] in R 3.1.1 (R Core Team 2013); see Robinson et al.
[34] for details).

Individuals were also fitted with time–depth recorders

(TDRs) to record diving behaviour. We excluded individuals with

TDR failure or incomplete tracks, resulting in 142 individuals

included in our analyses with 1 799 693 recorded dives. Based on

dive parameters, including maximum depth, dive duration and

bottom time, dives were classified into one of four dive types

using a forced-choice classification programme: active-bottom

(pelagic foraging in which dives are characterized by vertical

prey-pursuit excursions at depth), flat-bottom (benthic foraging),

drift (food-processing/rest) or v-shape (transit) [34,39]. Fifty per

cent of recorded dives were classified as foraging, 31% as transit,

13% as drift and 6% as benthic. As stomach temperature records

found that 74% of feeding events were associated with active-

bottom foraging dives as opposed to other dive types [40], we

used foraging dives as a proxy for feeding behaviour.

To link resource selection to energy gain in individual seals,

we used published estimates of absolute lipid content in 29 indi-

viduals within the same dataset [35]. Daily lipid stores and lipid

gain/loss were estimated from a hierarchical Bayesian state–

space model that linked observations of daily drift rate (m s21)

to lipid content (kg). This model has been previously descri-

bed and validated by Schick et al. [35] and is summarized in

electronic supplementary material, appendix S2. Briefly, lipid

estimates were based on daily drift rates and calibrated

to mass and absolute lipid measurements taken in the field

before and after each migration. Changes in the rate of passive

drifting during dives are used to estimate changes in at-sea

body condition in northern [35,41,42] and southern elephant

seals [43–45]. This is because the buoyancy of elephant seals,

as measured by their drift rate, is chiefly determined by their

relative amounts of lipid and lean tissue, providing a means to

quantify relative fat content [43]. To account for uncertainty in

both the observed drift rates and the lipid gain process, the

state-space model used two re-parametrized normal distri-

butions (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2;

[35]). The model produced daily lipid estimates for each indi-

vidual with small standard errors relative to the means (mean

daily lipid estimate ¼ 137.4+8.6 kg). Model results were also

validated using an alternative method on a portion of the

same dataset, yielding comparable results [46]. Daily lipid gain

was matched with mean daily position (N ¼ 224+5 days per

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Lagrangian coherent structures such as mesoscale fronts, eddies and filaments are identified as linear ridges of high absolute values in FSLE fields (a).
Relationships between point FSLE values (a) and spatial mean (b), maximum (c) and standard deviation (d ) values within a 25 km (5 pixel) radius denoted by the
top left circle are demonstrated in the additional panels. The centre of the circle is highlighted in the mean, maximum and standard deviation panels with arrows.
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individual) in order to relate fat gain to oceanographic features

[35,44]; as a second measure, we related lipid gain to the mean

of environmental variables extracted for all dives per day and

checked for the effects on lipid gain at a weekly timescale.

To focus analyses on the period of migration when most fora-

ging (as opposed to directed transit) occurs, we constrained

analyses in each year to the month of September. September is

the midpoint of the post-moult migration period and contained

the greatest number of dive events (266 561 total dives). We vali-

dated that foraging behaviour across the population is

concentrated in September using three additional metrics: first

passage time, rate of lipid gain and number of foraging dives

per day (electronic supplementary material, appendix S3).

(b) Mesoscale features
A powerful Lagrangian technique, the finite-size Lyapunov

exponent (FSLE), can identify Lagrangian coherent structures

from remote sensing by measuring the rate of separation or con-

vergence of water particles [47–49]. The FSLE is commonly used

to detect fluid mixing, transport barriers and frontal activity

[47–49]. Backward-in-time FSLE identifies convergent features,

including density fronts and eddy-edges, whereas forward-in-

time FSLE can identify regions of water mass divergence.

Lagrangian coherent structures are highlighted as linear ridges

of high absolute values in FSLE fields (figure 1) and are defined

as absolute FSLE values of greater than 0.1 [21]. We used AVISO

backward-in-time FSLE fields (www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/

data/products/value-added-products/fsle-finite-size-190lyapu-

nov-exponents.html) [48,50]. This AVISO product, following

the methodology of d’Ovidio et al. [48], is derived from

SSALTO/Duacs global ocean absolute geostrophic velocities
(DUACS2014 DT MADT UV, 2016 version), which have a spatial

resolution of 0.258 and integrate measurements from multiple

altimetry sensors taken over approximately 10 days [51].

AVISO FSLE fields have a 0.048 (approx. 5 km) spatial resolution

and a 4-day temporal resolution, the finest currently available

over the broad spatial extent of the Pacific Basin. Because

small-scale details of the velocity field are not significant for

the dynamics of Lagrangian coherent structures, FSLE calcu-

lations are robust to errors and random noise in the velocity

fields [23,50], and are largely insensitive to their spatio-temporal

resolution, remaining valid even when the velocity field resol-

ution is much lower than that of the derived FSLE field [52,53].

Given that Lagrangian coherent structures tend to persist over

timescales of weeks to months [49,54], a 4-day temporal resol-

ution is an appropriate timescale for mapping telemetry

locations onto these structures and has been done for a number

of marine predators, including elephant seals [21,55,56]. For

each location, we extracted the gridded FSLE value, and the

mean, maximum and standard deviation of FSLE values within

a five-gridcell radius to match potential spatial error for

ARGOS satellite tags (figure 1). We tested the sensitivity of our

results to additional radii of three- and 10-gridcells (electronic

supplementary material, appendix S4); generalized additive

mixed model (GAMM) results were robust to the different

radii tested, but a 5-pixel radius resulted in the lowest Akaike

information criterion (AIC) scores.

(c) Statistical analyses
For all analyses, we used GAMMs to quantify nonlinear relation-

ships between the suite of FSLE variables and (i) selection for

foraging behaviour, (ii) maximum depth and bottom time

http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/value-added-products/fsle-finite-size-190lyapunov-exponents.html
http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/value-added-products/fsle-finite-size-190lyapunov-exponents.html
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(calculated as time below 95% of the maximum dive depth [40])

dive parameters and (iii) daily fat gain (‘gamm4’ package [57] in

R 3.3.2 [58]). Individuals were nested as a random effect. We

tested for spatial autocorrelation in residuals using Moran’s I in

the ‘ape’ R package [59]. Spatial autocorrelation was present

in all models, so we included a term for the geographical coordi-

nates as a fixed effect [60]. Candidate models were generated

based on hypothesized combinations of FSLE variables and

assessed using AIC using the ‘AICcmodavg’ package for R [61].

We checked that predictors included in the final models were

not collinear with the cor.test function in the R ‘stats’ library [58].

Resource selection analysis relies on comparing used

resources (case) to available and/or unused resources (control)

[17,18]. To evaluate the selection of Lagrangian coherent struc-

tures for foraging, we therefore used a case–control design,

fitting GAMMs with a binomial distribution and the canonical

logistic link function. We evaluated selection for all 142 indi-

viduals in our dataset, as well as for the subset of 29 individuals

for which fat gain data were available. For third-order selection

(selection of habitat areas within the home or subpopulation

range), we compared the characteristics of foraging dive locations

with random background sampling. We sampled 10 000 points

from a uniform distribution within the 95% bounding box of

September telemetry locations (figure 2). Because FSLE values

for a given location require time-matching, we assigned randomly

generated dates drawn from a uniform distribution for each day in

September between 2004 and 2015 to match the distribution of

dates in our empirical dataset (electronic supplementary material,
appendix S5). To check the sensitivity of our results to the bound-

ing box extent, we reran the analysis using a bounding box with a

50% larger extent (electronic supplementary material, appendix

S5). For fourth-order selection (selection of specific sites within

the habitat area), we compared the time-matched characteristics

of each foraging dive location with those of 10 transit locations

derived from satellite tag data [39]. To evaluate the relationship

between environmental predictors, dive characteristics and fat

gain, we fitted GAMMs with a Gaussian distribution.
3. Results
(a) Selection for finite-size Lypanov exponent-derived

Lagrangian coherent structures
For third-order selection (selection of habitat areas within the

home or subpopulation range), neither FSLE nor its spatial

mean, maximum or standard deviation was associated with

areas used for foraging compared to random locations. How-

ever, for fourth-order selection (selection of specific sites

within a habitat area), the highest-ranking candidate model

included terms for FSLE point values and its spatial standard

deviation, signifying the strength and/or number of Lagran-

gian coherent structures in an area [62], both of which

positively influenced the probability of foraging behaviour

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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compared with transit (N ¼ 142 individuals; FSLE: p , 0.001;

s.d.: p ¼ 0.07; figure 3a,b; electronic supplementary material,

appendix S6).

(b) Modification of dive behaviour
Mean dive depth for active-bottom foraging dives was 535+
124 m; mean bottom time was 680+162 min. The highest-

ranking candidate models for predicting dive depth and

bottom time included only FSLE point values. Higher absolute

FSLE values were associated with shallower dive depths

(edf ¼ 1.40, p ¼ 0.03) and longer bottom times (edf ¼ 1.0, p ¼
0.001). As a second measure, shallower dive depths and

longer bottom times were significant predictors of a dive occur-

ring in a Lagrangian coherent structure (N ¼ 142 individuals;

p ¼ 0.002 and 0.03, respectively; figure 3c,d).

(c) Influence of Lagrangian coherent structures on
energy gain

The highest-ranking candidate model for predicting daily

lipid gain, estimated from both mean daily telemetry location

matched to FSLE variables and daily mean of FSLE variables

extracted from dives, included only FSLE spatial standard

deviation (electronic supplementary material, appendix S6).

The spatial standard deviation had a strongly positive effect

on lipid gain (N ¼ 29 individuals; p , 0.01; figure 4a). This

relationship was maintained when tested at a weekly
timescale. Fourth-order resource selection for the same

subset of 29 seals mirrored this pattern, with only the stan-

dard deviation being a significant predictor of foraging

behaviour (figure 4b,c).
4. Discussion
Combining satellite tracking, bio-logging, daily body fat esti-

mates and time-matched Earth observation remote sensing

revealed that areas of high mesoscale activity in the open

ocean not only attract top predators as foraging hotspots,

but also lead to increased energy transfer across trophic

levels. We found that during post-moulting migrations,

northern elephant seals selected for Lagrangian coherent

structures and areas with greater mesoscale activity,

measured as the spatial standard deviation in FSLE, when

making fine-scale foraging decisions. Daily energy gain

increased significantly with increasing spatial standard devi-

ation in FSLE, suggesting that areas of mesoscale activity may

concentrate prey fields or increase foraging efficiency, even at

average depths of 500 m at which northern elephant seals

forage. We show that by setting the stage for variation in

resource availability, the physical environment can directly

shape predator foraging behaviour and fitness via energy

gain at very fine temporal scales.

We found that the spatial standard deviation of FSLE

was an important component in both the resource

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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selection and energy gain analyses (figures 3 and 4). Simi-

larly, the spatial standard deviation of FSLE was found to

have a significantly positive influence on residence times in

fin whales [62]. The standard deviation in FSLE captures

the strength and/or number of Lagrangian coherent struc-

tures in an area [62], thus representing the degree of

mesoscale activity. As evident in figure 1, selection for

FSLE SD may also indicate selection for the edges of Lagran-

gian coherent structures. Regions of high gradient in FSLE

are likely where aggregations of planktonic organisms that

replicate up the food chain are highest, and therefore where

resource selection is greatest [8,29]. It is also possible that

because the AVISO FSLE fields used cannot resolve habitat

patchiness at sub-mesoscales (less than 5 km), standard

deviation values were better able to capture heterogeneity

at that scale than point values. Our finding that these areas

facilitate energy gains in foraging elephant seals confirms

the role of mesoscale activity in modulating food web

dynamics [63]. While mesoscale activity is associated with

increased phytoplankton and zooplankton production [63],

to our knowledge ours is the first study to link mesoscale

activity up the food chain to energy gain in a top predator.

Quantifying prey density concurrent with FSLE dynamics is

a next step in completing the puzzle.

Our results highlight the importance of assessing resource

selection at multiple scales to uncover the scales at which selec-

tion processes are operating [18,64]. Female elephant seals

migrate thousands of kilometres during their post-moulting

migrations and likely employ different resource selection

processes at different spatial scales. Indeed, our results were
sensitive to the scale at which resource selection was evaluated:

we found that female northern elephant seals did not select for

habitat areas in the ocean with high mesoscale activity at the

regional scale (third-order; selection of habitat areas within

the home or subpopulation range), but selected for Lagrangian

coherent structures at a local scale (fourth-order; selection of

specific sites within a habitat area) when making fine-scale

foraging decisions. How elephant seals use oceanographic

features and past history to drive migrations and multi-

month intensive foraging periods at-sea is still an open ques-

tion. At the regional (third-order) scale, larger features such

as large-scale frontal systems may dictate movement patterns;

in particular, northern elephant seals are known to track the

highly productive Transition Zone Chlorophyll Front, a

sharp surface chlorophyll gradient in the North Pacific Basin

[65], during post-moulting migrations [34,66]. In addition, evi-

dence suggests that marine predators navigate to seasonally or

interannually persistent oceanographic features for foraging

hotspots [29,67,68]. Given this, and the fact that elephant

seals display strong interannual foraging site fidelity [69,70],

FSLE persistence may be a more informative metric for asses-

sing third-order resource selection than contemporaneous

FSLE values. Fourth-order resource selection patterns also dif-

fered slightly between our global dataset and the subset of 29

individuals for which we had fat gain data, suggesting that

there may be individual-level variation in resource selection

patterns. Alternatively, a sample size of 29 individuals may

not have been sufficiently large to capture all resource selection

patterns. Our sample of 142 individuals allows better insights

into population-level preferences and indicates a broad influ-

ence of FSLE on foraging behaviour, consistent with studies

of other marine predators [21,23,30–32].

Relating surface oceanographic conditions to foraging

activity at depth presents a challenge for inferring animal–

environment relationships for deep-diving predators like

elephant seals. The relationship we found between FSLE SD

and energy gain indicates that a surface FSLE variable may

represent subsurface processes that influence mesopelagic

foraging opportunities. Aggregation at convergent mesoscale

features plays an important role in food web dynamics of

pelagic ecosystems and has been shown to lead to a 20- to

40-fold increase in pelagic fish production [27], which in

turn attract top predators including deep-diving species

[56]. In general, the shallower part of the mesopelagic zone

(200–700 m depth) is known to be a biologically rich foraging

habitat [71], and surface features likely induce vertical flows

that impact forage availability throughout the water column.

Supporting this, Della Penna et al. [55] found that surface

geostrophic velocities were representative of horizontal vel-

ocities in the water column down to at least 500 m, and

Godø and colleagues [28] observed increased concentrations

of pelagic fish species within mesoscale features at depths

up to 1200 m. While the relationship between dive metrics

and foraging success is uncertain, shallower dives and

longer bottom times at locations with Lagrangian coherent

structures further suggest that elephant seals modify their

foraging efforts in relation to such structures, a result consist-

ent with Della Penna et al. [56] and a study relating southern

elephant seal dive characteristics to mesoscale surface fea-

tures [72]. However, lack of fine-scale physical–biological

data in the mesopelagic zone means that linkages between

surface mixing and mesopelagic trophic dynamics remain

anecdotal. Thus, tightening the mechanistic links between

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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the physical and biological coupling in the ocean and marine

vertebrate spatial ecology is a critically needed area of

research [3].

This study provides insights into how animal resource

selection and variation in the physical environment interact to

provide energy transfer to high trophic-level consumers.

While we did not specifically examine the role of Lagrangian

coherent structures in affecting swimming behaviour, recent

work has also shown that these convergent features can entrain

elephant seals that use these areas for intensive foraging bouts

[56]. Thus, the physical environment can modulate trophic

interactions not only by concentrating prey, but also by facilitat-

ing predation [56]. By demonstrating that daily fat gain in

elephant seals increased significantly with increasing meso-

scale activity, we build upon prior work to show that the

physical environment is an important factor in controlling

energy flow through food webs. Moreover, because animals

can select resources at relatively fine spatial scales, our findings

demonstrate that individual movement decisions may have sig-

nificant consequences for patterns of energy gain at similarly

fine temporal scales. Such understanding is critical for assessing

how changes in the environment and resource distribution will

affect individual fitness and community dynamics.
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